Copyright Guidelines
Presenters must obtain permission to use copyright protected items.

What is copyrighted?
Virtually every website has a copyright.
For items obtained from the internet, it is your
responsibility to verify that it does not have a
copyright prior to using it, or to request
permission from the copyright holder.
Copyrighted items may include:
		Visuals: Images, illustrations,
photographs, cartoons, company
logos, etc.
		Videos: Movies, television clips,
music videos, YouTube videos, etc.

Citing sources vs. requesting permission
Citing a source is NOT a substitute for requesting permission.
If an item is copyrighted, you must request permission to use it.

Use of presenter’s own published work in subsequent
publications and presentations
• Publishers require a transfer copyright as a condition of
publication. You must request permission from the publisher
to use your work in subsequent publications or presentations.
• The author agreement completed for the publisher will
describe any retained author rights. If none are mentioned,
no rights are retained.

Educational use
• Presenters CANNOT use online images or text of
others, even for educational purposes, without obtaining
copyright permission.

Do not publicly show videos without

Public domain

permission—it is best to link directly

Presenters can use works in the public domain without obtaining
permission. In this case, the source should be cited. The public
domain consists of:
• Government publications
• Works published before 1923
• Items placed in the public domain by their creator

to the website on which the video is
housed rather than embedding in
the presentation.
		

Text: Articles, websites, etc.

		

Audio: Recordings, music, etc.

For more information on copyright, visit the
United States Copyright Office website at
copyright.gov/help/faq.

Note: If anything on the public domain has a credit line to
another person, entity, or previous publication, public domain
does not apply and you must obtain permission. The internet
as a whole is NOT public domain.

